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CONVENTION CALIFORNIA  MAY 28-31-'99
No Steps or Traditions this Issue-no room
No Financials this issue..

PBR HAS MORE THAN WE CAN PRINT
THIS ISSUE !!
A MOMENT WAITED FOR !!!!

We need to reiterate !!!
The PBR is YOUR recovery newspaper. It is YOUR Experience, Strength, and Hope that we, on the LitCom and PBR staff, ONLY pass on, to the best of our ability, to everyone else in the Fellowship. The only thing we transmit are WORDS. YOUR words!

If your message is well thought out, concise, of reasonable length, it makes it much easier than to try to make sense of, and edit, submissions which are up to, get this, 4000 and more words!!!! And as we look these over, the longer they are, the more they tend to contravene both Steps and Traditions. Remember, we don't [want to] print that which has no place in SAA Recovery. Outside issues are just that, and do NOT contribute to ANYONE’S recovery to Sex Addiction. We can’t advertise or sell your merchandise, whether it’s a physical product or concepts of your belief system. We err of course and things controversial may be found. Rather not!

So... We’ll send the real long ones back or, when possible, select a sentence, paragraph, or a section which we see as contributory to recovery, leaving the rest.

You know what the central theme of your message is to be. There may be several points you want to make in reporting your experience to accomodate to that theme. Read your submissions, do your own editing, even let all, or some of your group see it. Ask for some feed-back and suggestions. We know you have our best interests at heart when writing, else you wouldn’t take the time to do it at all.

Also remember, the PBR is here for you to “unload” on if you need to. We may not print anything you write, we may not answer, but will try. But we will support you in your efforts to follow progressive recovery.

We also need your feed-back that the LitCom may make appropriate policy for what they [we] do. Love You!! Thanks !!